Wikipedia Quiz

Student Name __________________________
Time started___________________________
Time finished__________________________
Number correct out of 10 ________________

1: When did Albert Einstein die? ___18 april 1955 ______
2: What is the capital of Sweden? ___Stockholm_______
3: When did WW2 end? ___sep 2 1945___________
4: What is the population of the Republic of Ireland? ___2008 est 4 422 100

5: What is the melting point of lead? ___601K ___327C , ___621F__
6: What is 24 deg celcius in Farenheit? ___75F_____ 
7: How many teeth does an adult person have? ____32____________________________
8: What is the chemical symbol for copper? __Cu__
9: In what country is the city of Lyon? _____France___
10: Who wrote the book 1984? ___George Orwell___________